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Designer AAV muscle up
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Directed evolution of AAV capsids has been a successful strategy for generating bespoke serotypes to target
gene therapies more specifically to the intended tissue. This has now been achieved for the largest organ,
skeletal muscle, by selecting for an RGD containing integrin binding heptamer in a hypervariable region of
the capsid of AAV9.
AAV-mediated gene-directed therapies

hold great promise, but success is contin-

gent on effective and safe transduction of

the target tissue. This constitutes a partic-

ular challenge for the largest organ, skel-

etal muscle. In this issue of Cell, a study

by Tabebordar et al. (2021) describes an

ingenious method of directed capsid evo-

lution generating a novel class of muscle-

specific capsids that allow for lower and

thus safer therapeutic doses. If success-

fully translated to human, this discovery

along with the study by Weinmann et al.

(2020) has the exciting potential to make

muscle directed gene therapy safer,

more effective, and more attainable.

Inherited disorders of skeletal muscle

contribute significantly to genetic

morbidity and mortality at all stages of

life. Gene- and transcript-directed thera-

pies are moving firmly toward the clinic,

offering hope for a new therapeutic era

of genetic medicines for these hitherto

intractable disorders, with clinical trials

of AAV-mediated gene therapy ongoing

in individuals with Duchenne muscular

dystrophy (DMD) (Duan, 2018), forms of

limb-girdle muscular dystrophy, X-linked

myotubular myopathy (XLMTM), and

Pompe disease.

The systemic muscle-directed gene

therapies currently use the natural AAV

serotypes AAV8, AAV9, and AAVrh74.

While they also target both skeletal and

cardiac muscle, they are not selective

and prominently target the liver. Skeletal

muscle is unique in that it is the organ

with the largest mass (about 40% of

body mass) and an extremely wide

anatomical distribution. To effectively

target all relevant muscles for movement,

breathing, and cardiac function, these se-

rotypes currently used require very high

systemic doses. With that, serious toxic-
ities are now emerging in several of the

muscle-directed clinical trials, resulting

from the considerable and undesired tar-

geting of the liver as well as from immuno-

logical issues, in particular complement

system activation (Paulk, 2020). Such

high doses also impose considerable

strains on product manufacturing, result-

ing in scarcity and high costs.

In contrast, a capsid with specifically

increased tropism to muscle while de-

emphasizing the liver would allow for

lower doses and decreased toxicities.

Most of the tropism of AAV is dependent

on cell receptor-binding epitopes of the

AAV capsid, the functional landscape of

which is increasingly understood (Wang

et al., 2019). Along with rational in silico

design of AAV capsids and new natural

capsid discovery, innovative methods

have been developed to empirically iden-

tify novel capsids with desired tropism

based on evolutionary considerations,

capsid shuffling, and directed evolution

(Herrmann et al., 2019; Maheshri et al.,

2006; Zinn et al., 2015) and others

(Wang et al. [2019] for review). In the latter

approach, new capsid libraries are gener-

ated by random peptide permutation

within the hypervariable regions in the 3-

fold protrusion of the capsid to modify

tropism while preserving basic properties

of AAV. This has led to promising devel-

opments such as the CREATE protocol,

which was successfully applied for CNS

targets (Deverman et al., 2016).

Two studies, by Weinmann et al. (Wein-

mannet al., 2020) andby Tabebordar et al.

(Tabebordar et al., 2021), have been

remarkably successful in achieving this

for skeletal muscle. Weinmann et al.

arrived at a highly myotropic capsid via a

secondary in vivo screen of a preselected

number of promising capsids using bar-
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coded libraries to be screened at both

the DNA and RNA levels. The ingenious

approach taken by Tabebordar et al. in-

volves screening the entire spectrum of

randomly varied heptapeptide inserted in

the hypervariable region VIII of AAV9, fol-

lowed by an in vivo selection method,

which, importantly, allows for screening

of the entire randomly generated library in

any strain or species. Using amuscle-spe-

cific promoter to drive the actual sequence

of each AAV’s individual capsid as the

‘‘barcode,’’ specific targeting to muscle is

selected for, requiring transduction, un-

packing, and transcription in muscle.

RNA sequencing of transcribed capsid se-

quences allows for recovery ofmuscle-en-

riched capsids out of the highly complex li-

brary. The authors refer to this method as

DELIVER (directed evolution of AAV cap-

sids leveraging in vivo expression of trans-

gene RNA) (Figure 1).

Initially selected for in mice, this

approach identified a capsid family that

targeted muscle (and the heart) strikingly

more efficiently as compared with the

natural serotypes, with decreased target-

ing of the liver. This allowed for substan-

tially lower systemic doses to achieve the

desired therapeutic effect relative to the

new capsids (referred to as MyoAAV):

two traditional capsids in the myotubu-

larin inactivation model (for XLMTM)

delivering gene replacement and the

mdx mouse model (for DMD) delivering

gene editing. Remarkably, as earlier

shown by Weinmann et al., the selected

capsid family encoded an RGD integrin

binding motif as their commonality. The

muscle-targeting effect was at least

partly dependent on integrin binding, of-

fering a mechanistic window into the

new tropism. It is encouraging for the

muscle-targeting field and for rational
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Figure 1. A small addition to reach to a big target
The DELIVER screening strategy identified a capsid family (MyoAAV) from among a complex library of random heptamer peptide insertions in the hypervariable
region VIII in the AAV9 3-fold protrusion that had an RGD integrin binding motif in common. Targeting and expression analysis revealed much-enhanced muscle
tropism as indicated by the green arrows as well as reduction of targeting and expression for the liver and other organ (indicated by the black arrows) compared
with the parent AAV9 capsid. This should allow for substantially lower systemic doses in human when targeting the body’s largest organ, skeletal muscle, as
indicated on the right. The combination of increased tropism and resulting decreased required systemic dose has the potential to reduce toxicity and enhance
efficacy for muscle-directed gene and transcript-directed therapies. AAV surface topology map is adapted from Pipe et al. [2019], based on AAV1, with the red
color indicating protrusions and the blue color low areas.
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capsid design that an RDG motif also

emerged in the Weinmann study.

A caveat is how well these new tro-

pisms will translate across species and

strains (Hordeaux et al., 2019). Because

of the easy species portability of the

DELIVER protocol, it was possible to

screen directly in a non-human primate

(NHP), again arriving independently at a

similar capsid with an RGD motif. This

new NHP-derived iteration of MyoAAV

appeared to be even better at muscle tar-

geting, bringing potential translation to

human within reach.

Preclinical rigor in the development of

new capsids must be high, as the path

to clinical translation remains arduous

and expensive. Will it produce and pack-

age efficiently at the required clinical scale

with preserved stability and potency?

Would natural AAV9 seropositivity pre-

clude dosing in human (AAV9 antibodies

bindMyoAAV)? Evaluation of toxicity spe-

cifically in human is paramount, as the

complement toxicity for instance was
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not predicted preclinically. Unpredicted

toxicities from other organs and systems

may also emerge. Still, the much lower

systemic doses required (if translatable

to human) will go a long way in mitigating

any such systemic toxicities.

The feasibility and independent repro-

ducibility of identifying bespoke capsids

bodes well for gene-directed medicine,

as its precision can be extended to the

delivery tools. Given that all gene therapy

is dependent on effective and safe deliv-

ery, the importance of this development

is obvious.
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